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Oxford High graduate gives safety lesson for kids in his first book
By Stephanie Richards
It’s a children’s picture book that has a
“twisted tale but with a nice ending.” That’s
how Chris Denmead describes his recently
published book, “Give Me Something Good
to Eat.”
A 1998 graduate of Oxford High School,
the Worcester resident’s original intent was in
the comic book genre. “I participated in a 24Hour Comic Challenge at That’s Entertainment in Worcester in 2007,” he said. “The
goal was to write, draw, ink and color a comic
book in 24 hours.“
After sitting on the project for about four
years, Denmead decided to move forward with
it as a children’s picture book centered around
trick or treat. It’s no surprise that his book
would be focused on some aspect of Halloween. Denmead is the personality behind
WCUW’s (Worcester) Dr. Chris Radio of
Horror program, which focuses on the genres
of horror, sci-fi, films, videogames, comics, and
TV shows.

You might say that his inspiration came
from immersing himself in comic books and
movies. “I read comic books all the time growing up featuring characters like Spiderman,
Ninja Turtles and vampires. I still read them a
lot, but more like the “The Walking Dead” series. I’ve also been a big fan of seeing movies;
now I’m at them every weekend,” he said.
“Give Me Something Good to Eat,” written by Denmead and illustrated by Boston
artist Katie Hickey Schultz, is about a pumpkin that eats children who trick or treat alone
on Halloween, but in the end the children are
saved. Denmead loves Halloween and wants
kids to know they can have fun if they trick or
treat safely. “The early sketches I did were
something simple and cutesy that had a certain appeal. You can also see a reflection of
movies like ‘Monster House’ or ‘Charlie
Brown Halloween,’” he said. “The final illustration follows similar styles to Tim Burton
(‘Beetlejuice,’ ‘The Nightmare Before Christmas’ and more recently ‘Frankenweenie’).”
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Author Chris Denmead

The depth of the color tones throughout
the book are a combination of purples, blues
and yellows along with blacks and oranges. “I

didn’t really look at other children’s books except ‘Where the Wild Things Are.’ I knew a
children’s book had to have a beginning, middle and end with an appealing story and illustrations. It also had to grab an adult’s
attention as well,” Denmead said. “It could be
a controversial book because kids are getting
eaten, but there’s a lesson about safety.”
After contacting a few publishers and not
getting any response, Denmead decided to go
the independent route through CreateSpace
(an Amazon company) Independent Publishing Platform. This form of publishing eliminates the middleman, so to speak, as there are
no agents or traditional publishers. Books are
printed on demand, and the company provides tools like Cover Creator that let you do
it yourself. They also have an option for professional services, such as illustration. Denmead said the turnaround time for book
production is about 5 to 7 days. He said it
would be hard to comment if independent
Continued on page 5
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Auburn High senior Eric Lier
pulls double-duty under
the Friday Night Lights
BY MIKE WALSH

MOST HIGH SCHOOL FOOTBALL
PLAYERS look at halftime as a reprieve.
They catch their breath and strategize for
the second half. For Eric Lier, a senior at
Auburn High School, halftime is just another showcase.
Memorizing a football playbook and a
marching band’s halftime program would
seem like a tall task for any student, but for
Lier, that is a typical Friday night. When his
teammates hit the locker room at intermission, he jogs across the field to join his
Auburn High bandmates.
After leading the unit onto the field at
the 50-yard line, Lier performs what he considers his trickiest task. “Definitely getting
up on the podium,” says the drum major.
“I’ve got all these pads on and then my
cleats make it tough to climb the steps.”
From his perch above Memorial Field,
Lier conducts the first two songs of the
band’s halftime show. From there he descends to field level and directs the band in
their final two songs, closing with a rendition of the theme from “Pirates of the
Caribbean.”
As a junior last season, Lier remained on
the field after completing his kick-coverage
duties, to play trumpet during the show, but
stepped into a leadership position this year.
“It has all sort of come naturally for me,”
said Lier on being a figurehead for the or-
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ganization. “We had no upperclassmen
when I was a sophomore, so I had to become a leader early on.”
It has all been a labor of love for him.
The opportunity to perform two of his passions on a weekly basis. Lier’s first love was
playing trumpet, which he’s been doing
since fifth grade. You can tell in how he describes his first experience with the instrument that it was truly love at first sight.
But what is a boy to do when another
love comes calling? As a freshman at
Auburn, Lier decided to try his hand at
football as well. Four years later, he might
as well make Memorial Field his second
home.
When the band program made the move
to create a halftime show prior to last season, Eric was put in a tough situation. He
contemplated choosing one over the other
last year, but ultimately couldn’t give either
up.
The result has been a huge victory for all
parties. Lier gets to put on a show both musically and athletically each weekend, while
the band gets the exposure of having such a
dynamically visible leader. Even the school
and football team display to the community
how diverse their student body’s interests
are.
That is what impressed Auburn’s Athletic Director William Garneau so much.

© 2012 Auburn Times Magazine photo by Mike Walsh

Eric Lier’s activities during football games cover two of his passions.

“It is great what Eric is doing. It shows a
lot about how our student-athletes stay involved with as many things as possible.”
The Rocket’s band director, Virginia
Bailey mirrored Garneau’s statement. “It
is nice for both fans and students to see
how our kids are involved with multiple
interests at school.”
Lier’s involvement has also helped Bailey grow her band’s numbers exponentially over the past two years. “Eric being
out there, in his pads and uniform, definitely gives us some street-cred with the
student body,” said Bailey.
Though there was no precedent for
anything like this taking place, it all works
by virtue of the relationships of those involved. Bailey was nervous at first. With
Lier being her first-chair trumpet, losing
him would have been devastating for the
band’s sound.
However, Lier calmed her in saying
“just have someone bring an extra trumpet out, and I’ll be waiting.”

There he was, and from then on things
have gone on without a hitch.
This was all prior to the 2011 Division
3 Superbowl title-winning season the
Auburn Rockets had. Now, on another
long win-streak, Memorial Field has become one of the best places in the state to
experience a football game. Lier, at the
forefront of that experience, has emerged
as a special talent both on the field and the
podium.
The life-long Auburn resident entered
the school as a shy freshman from all accounts. He quickly adapted to his surroundings and his infectious charisma won
over students and faculty alike. Bailey
couldn’t think of a better student to take
over the drum major position in just their
second year of creating a halftime show.
“When he decided to go for the position, There wasn’t a doubt in my mind he
would be a great leader,” said Bailey. “I
knew he’d be able to win over the student
Continued on next page
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Oxford author
Continued from page 2

publishing proved a better choice yet as the book was just released on October 2.
So far, Denmead has marketed the book in person at the
Rock and Shock convention held at the DCU Center and
Oxford Library (reading). He is also pursuing contacting
schools to see about including it as part of their collection for
next year.
Denmead said he has “always been writing” but describes
it as a side hobby. He’s currently working on another project about New England horror filmmakers. It will include
notables such as Rhode Island Filmmaker Chad A. Verdi
whose latest movie “Infected” starring Eric Roberts was released last month. “My focus is on those that have original
ideas. I’m calling and interviewing several of them, asking
what got them interested in horror filmmaking and their experiences,” he said. “I’m also working on an eBook series in
the vampire realm. With technological capabilities, you can
write a chapter at a time and send it in. Readers have the capability of subscribing to one chapter at a time.”
“Give Me Something Good to Eat” is dedicated to Denmead’s six year old son, Xavier. It is available for $13 on
Amazon.com.

Eric Lier
Continued from previous page
body.”
It is a position Lier has embraced fully, and everyone
from his bandmates to his football teammates, to random fans have come to admire. “I’ve definitely gotten a
lot of positive feedback,” said Lier. “Everyone seems to
think it is really cool and they’re wondering; ‘how can
you do that?’”
While Lier will most likely have to hang up his football cleats following the Rockets 2012 season, he hopes
to continue with the other half of his exciting fall life.
Eric is hoping to attend Westfield State University next
year. “I made sure that everywhere I looked had a program,” said Lier about his future plans. “I don’t ever
want to give up on music.”
A band’s goal is to obviously become a vital part of
the sports experience for players and fans alike. However, Lier has been able to take that to another level. He
has inserted himself right into the middle of the symbiotic relationship that is music and sport.
A place like Auburn High, where the Rockets are one
of the highest profile football teams in Massachusetts, is
a prime location for statements to be made.
But, does all this mean anything more than a high
school kid enjoying himself?
Lier has a small sense of what he is doing in a larger
scheme of setting tones as a role model. “I think it means
everything to be able to accomplish this,” said the busy
teenager, just before he had to hop back into the Auburn
High band room.
There are two shows this for him to get back to work
on. And while the football team keeps winning, one of
its key players keeps up with two of his greatest passions.
THE CHRONICLE OF AUBURN & OXFORD LIVING

Dark progress, Kurt Vonnegut and technology
Player Piano
By Kurt Vonnegut

Dial Press, 2006
Originally Published 1952
Paperback, 341 pages
ISBN 0-385-33378-1
List: $15.00 Amazon: $10.20

“There's a great big beautiful tomorrow
Shining at the end of ev'ryday
There's a great big beautiful tomorrow
And tomorrow's just a dream away”
BY RICHARD MORCHOE

The quotation above is the first verse of the theme for
Walt Disney’s attraction “Carousel of Progress,” which
premiered at the 1964 New York World’s Fair, where I
first saw it. I next viewed it about 17 years ago at Walt
Disney World. It captivated my then three-year-old
daughter who demanded to see it many times.
Carousel of Progress captures part of the American
spirit first noticed by Alexis De Tocqueville in the 19th
Century. Progress was and would be a constant feature,
if not defining characteristic of our nation. Certainly,
my baby boomer generation thought that way, at least
until the Viet Nam War. It is also true that materially life
has only gotten better. What could go wrong?
Everything. At least Kurt Vonnegut thought so. Kurt
Vonnegut was an American novelist of the last century
who lingered on into this. Not the least of his formative
experiences was being captured at the Battle of the Bulge
during World War II and living through the firebombing
of Dresden. Dresden was arguably as horrible as Hiroshima. There is lingering controversy as to whether or
not the raid was at all necessary. Vonnegut did not believe it anything other than an atrocity. In what is his
most famous book, Slaughterhouse Five, he recounts his
work recovering bodies. The main character, Billy Pil-

grim, becomes “unstuck in time” and is taken to the
planet Tralfamadore. Time and space travel are among
the reasons Vonnegut was considered a “Science Fiction”
writer.
Player Piano, his first novel, can’t be thought of as science fiction. It is more the result of an acute sense of
observation. Vonnegut saw a technological advance. He
reasoned that more improvements would occur and compound. The result would be a change in the status of
man versus machine not to the advantage of our species.
In 1949, while working at General Electric, Vonnegut
saw the future. Machinists were expensively doing the
milling of parts for jet engines. A computer operated
milling machine was built and took over from the skilled
workers. The men who developed the new equipment
exulted about all the machines that could be “run by little boxes.” The author agreed, but was not optimistic
about what it meant for society.
Has constant technological improvement been a benefit? Depends on whom you ask. Cheerleaders are
happy to point out that even with dislocation, there is a
net increase in employment and standards of living after
every advance. Generally, an artisan craft is eliminated
Continued on next page
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Re-reading Vonnegut’s Player Piano
Continued from previous page

and lower skilled work expands. Textile mills wiped out
weavers, as a class. Their higher paid employment was taken
over by machines with lower wage armies replacing them to
labor at work that took less if any skill. Consumers got
more, if not better goods at cheaper prices. To the weaver,
this was no improvement. Protests and sabotage happened
but as it was only a minority harmed at any one time, they
were not all that effective. It was such that the term “luddite” is considered an insult by most.
This has been seen in many industries as technology
changes a society, from the beginnings of agriculture to the
computer. What Vonnegut saw was the end of productive
employment for most if not all of humanity.
If the computer could do machining, what could it not
do? In Player Piano, all factory work is gone and even
higher-level skills get eliminated as soon as machinery and
programming is perfected. A small elite controls everything.
Needless to say, class conflict is a problem. What to do
with all the superfluous workers? In the novel the government employs them in a grand make-work scheme called
the Reconstruction and Reclamation Corps. It is known by
the slang name as the Reeks and Wrecks.
The army also absorbs a significant portion of the idle
manpower. Class conflicts are obvious as they are not
trusted with weapons until overseas.
Alas, when people have no feeling of being needed, as
in Player Piano, there can be nothing but class resentments.
A revolution is attempted, but the masses do not really
know what they want and it collapses.
So how does Player Piano hold up today? Actually, the flavor is antiquated. It’s as if the culture of the 50s did not end
even though the society was turned on its head. Dad goes out
to work on Reeks and Wrecks and comes home to dinner with
mom and the kids and then the family watches TV. A
woman’s place is in the home, other than maybe as a secretary. The idealized domesticity of mid-century never stopped.
Vonnegut did not predict the digital revolution. All the

techno programming is done on magnetic tape. This is understandable in the early 50s. Had anyone predicted even
the 8-Track revolution back then, he could be considered
no less than a prophet.
So why should Player Piano resonate today? The author
may have missed the science, but as to the progress of technology, he was dead on. Machines advance daily in areas
previously the province of the human.
Some improvements are devoutly to be wished and bring
benefits many of us have experienced. Robotic surgery is
getting better all the time. It will not be long before it is
completely autonomous. I assure you, we all want more precise, ergo less painful and invasive operations.
The bad news is good-bye jobs. You may have heard that
that JC Penney will be eliminating checkout clerks in it
stores. This is driven by the chain’s struggle to be profitable.
If the people versus machine question comes down to corporate viability, we lose.
Automated checkout is the visible aspect of job destruction. Trades we might think safe are on the chopping block.
There is, on the web, a series of videos by speakers on
their area of expertise called TED Talks. TED stands for
“bringing together people from three worlds: Technology,
Entertainment, Design.” Some of the orations are brilliant
and in others, at least all the words are pronounced correctly.
One all too interesting talk, posted in September is by a
Mr. Andrew McAfee. McAfee is principal research scientist
at the Center for Digital Business, MIT Sloan School of
Management. His resume is hardly limited to that job. He
has been studying tech for a long time.
In his talk, there are two quotes that stand out. First,
“Just in the past couple years, we've seen digital tools display skills and abilities that … eat deeply into what we
human beings do for a living.” Second, “Within [our lifetimes], we're going to transition into an economy that …
doesn't need a lot of human workers. Managing that transition is going to be the greatest challenge that our society
faces.” They should change his title to the Kurt Vonnegut

Professor of Human Redundancy.
If those quotes don’t scare you, this one should. The
first decade of the 21st Century “is the only time we have on
record where there were fewer people working at the end of
the decade then at the beginning.” Andy is telling us the
great job destruction has already started. Next big quote,
“We ain’t seen nothing yet.”
So okay, tech can’t do everything. You might say over the
road truck drivers are safe. McAfee got to ride in the Google
autonomous Prius. The driverless car worked flawlessly on
the highway. Andy does not see it a long time from the Prius
to the Mack Truck. Maybe the young fellow thinking of driving the big rigs should contemplate another trade, but what?
After his scary discussion how jobs are toast, he ends
with a mealy mouthed pronouncement how humans will
be freed up to use our creativity to solve our problems. Moi,
I think trends that already exist will continue.
Like Vonnegut’s dystopia, we will move towards more
made work. Some of it might be continuous fixing of
bridges and roads as in Reeks and Wrecks. The bigger
model is the wars we are now pretending to fight. The War
on Drugs will continue and expand. A nation that is half
drug users and half drug fighters sops up a large number of
unemployed. The War on Terror can do the same, fighting
opponents real and imagined. Does not the nation cry out
for the TSA keeping kids safe as they get on the school bus?
I have not yet mentioned the most disturbing point
made by Mr. McAfee. Andrew noted an algorithmically
generated piece published in the Wall Street Journal that
he called "perfect." Now, it was perfect in the sense that
there were no mistakes. It could not be called stylistically excellent. H.L. Mencken does not fear from the grave for his
reputation. Still, where this is going is obvious. I am sure
the editor of this publication is thinking about the progress
of that algorithm with every article I file.
To view Mr. McAfee’s talk, go to
http://www.ted.com/talks/andrew_mcafee_are_droids_taking_our_jobs.html
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The history behind a modern-day Stonehenge
may inspire a great winter trip to Coral Castle Museum
By Bradley King

W

hat fascination we have with the
great stone monoliths of the
past such as what is found at
England’s Stonehenge… or the stoic statues
of Easter Island in the Pacific. Obviously, extraordinary human efforts went into their
making and one can only guess what drove
those ancients to craft such constructs. As a
sculptor, who relishes art in the monumental, I regularly find myself grasping the small
of my back while trying to stand up straight,
mumbling under my breath, “What the
heck am I doing messing with this half ton
of concrete and steel?” Determination,
tenacity and resolve, not to mention stout
backs, must have been the dictate of those
earlier days as they wielded megalithic tonnage cleverly into place. Now, peering back
through the mist of time, we stand in awe
over these remarkable and mysterious accomplishments!
A Modern-Day Stonehenge
While the exact reasoning for these rock
mysteries of the past eludes us, the 20th-century sculptor Ed Leedskalnin was forthright
in advancing the notion for his decades-long
sojourn of melding together a modern day
Stonehenge-like monument. His creation is
called Coral Castle and is located in the
southern tip of Florida. Ed was born on Au-
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Coral Castle at night

had its earliest beginnings back in Ed’s
homeland of Latvia. It seems at 26 years old
he had been engaged to marry his ‘sweet sixteen’ darling who on the eve of their nuptial
left him high and dry with barely a reason
why. Various explanations have been promoted why Agnes Scuffs, ten years his junior, left him. Some speculate that Miss Scuffs
felt he was either: too poor, too unlearned,
too plain… or just too old for her!
The story recounted is that several years
after being romantically jilted he emigrated
Continued on page 9

gust 10, 1887 and was an unusual, reclusive man, slight in stature, and weighing a
little over 100 pounds. Still, he possessed
amazing aptitudes, and what some would
come to say, bizarre telluric talents. Even
though he possessed only a 4th grade education, it is said he had a potent yearning
for knowledge and spent considerable
time in his youth staying indoors and
reading. Later, in his adult life, he wrote
cryptically within his pamphlets regarding
theories of magnetism and cosmic force,
his notebooks laden with schematics of
electrical experiments.
Seminal Moments
The concept of creating Coral Castle
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Your need for life insurance changes as your life changes.
You may need less life insurance when you're younger, but as
you take on more responsibilities and as your family grows,
the amount and type of life insurance that fits your circumstances changes.
There are many different types of life insurance. But generally, life insurance policies fall into one of two categories,
temporary or term insurance, and permanent or cash value
insurance.
Term insurance provides coverage for a specified period
ranging from 1 to 30 years. Premiums are typically lower compared to permanent life insurance. If you die during the coverage period, your beneficiary receives a specified death
benefit. If you live to the end of the specified period, coverage
ends and the policy has no cash value.
Unlike term insurance, permanent insurance continues
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Life insurance
from an investment perspective
throughout your life as long as you pay the premiums. As
with term insurance, permanent insurance pays a death
benefit to your beneficiary at your death, but it also contains a cash value account funded by your premium dollars. The cash value portion of the policy grows, tax
deferred, as long as the coverage remains in force. With
permanent insurance, you can tap the dollars in the policy even while you're alive. You can borrow against the policy, and in some cases, withdraw part of the cash value.
Keep in mind, though, that unpaid loans and withdrawals
will decrease the death benefit available to your beneficiaries, and reduce the cash value, which may cause the policy to lapse.
Think about what protection you need and what you
can afford before you purchase any type of life insurance.
If you really need insurance but don't have the discre-

tionary income, term insurance may be your best
choice. On the other hand, if you want lifetime coverage and you're interested in accumulating cash
value, then permanent insurance may make more
sense.
Investment and insurance products and services are
offered through INFINEX INVESTMENTS, INC.
Member FINRA/SIPC. Savers Financial Services is a
trade name of the bank. Infinex and the bank are not affiliated. Products and services made available through
Infinex are not insured by the FDIC or any other agency
of the United States and are not deposits or obligations of
nor guaranteed or insured by any bank or bank affiliate.
These products are subject to investment risk, including
the possible loss of value.
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The story behind Coral Castle in Miami
Continued from page 7

to North America finding various work at
lumber camps in Texas, Canada and California. Being a sickly man, and after contracting
a touch of tuberculosis, he moved to Florida
in 1918, seeking a warmer climate that would
be more conducive to his health. There, after
purchasing a small piece of land, Ed set about
building a rock memorial of love, his very
own modern day Taj Mahal that was initially
called “Rock Gate Park.

swer that “he knew the secrets of the people
who built the pyramids!”
Yet, he was very secretive in the exact
techniques used, never disclosing how he
prepared and then set in position the high
walls, gate, monoliths, and moon crescents
that make up parts of his Castle. Certain
sculpted hunks of coral moved and situated
into the compound are said to have weighed
in close to 60,000 pounds! As well, substantial stone furniture pieces were chiseled,
formed, and then positioned about within
his hard rock estate. These included: a heart
shaped table, a table in the shape of Florida,
25 rocking chairs, a bathtub, beds and a
throne. All the masonry work was performed without the benefit of cement with
pieces fitted to almost puzzle-like precision.
It is obvious that Ed was a man driven by an
insatiable desire to create, his passionate fabrications sometimes bordering on the realm
of the TV cartoon character Fred Flintstone!

Under Cover of Darkness
Being somewhat of an ‘outsider’ his astonishing feats of engineering and edifice at
Coral Castle were performed in strict solitude, with Ed wailing away the chunks of
coral using only basic homemade hand-tools.
As well, there was a real sense of mysticism
surrounding his sculptural escapades. It is described that under the cover of darkness, lit
only by lantern light, Ed would quarry and
carve the gargantuan geological components
putting them judiciously into place in a mys- The Move
The castle remained in Florida City until
terious manner. When asked how he was able
about
1936 when Ed made the decision to
to carriage such mammoth slabs he would an-

relocate the whole stone-shebang ten miles
down the road. Some say he moved it because his privacy was ruined by encroaching development. There are other reports
that suggested he felt the convergence of
earth’s magnetic ley lines would be more
conducive to his project at the new spot.
Could Ed have learned to harness the electromagnetic signature of the planet in tandem with a homemade antigravity box
located on the top of his rudimentary
tripods? How else could a meager man of
such diminished physical prowess, lacking
any outside help, perform such weighted
tasks? It was conjured by some that he possessed powers of the paranormal with talents as a natural geomancer, one who
senses the energy forces emanating from
mother earth.
Ed spent three years moving the Castle
to its new location in Homestead, Florida.
Without a motor vehicle, an acquaintance
would transport his trailer loaded with the
titanic blocks during the day after Ed’s toil
of loading them onboard by night. There
are accounts of neighbors seeing the trailer

filled traveling down South Dixie Highway in
route to the new Castle destination.
An Air of Secrecy and Mysticism
An air of secrecy and mysticism always
seemed to pervade the Castle when Ed was
working. There are those who have sworn
that they saw him ‘singing to the stones’ with
his hands placed on the rocks enlightening
them to levitate into place. A group of youngsters had claimed to have seen him move the
great coral blocks… floating them through
the air “like hydrogen balloons.” Ever on
guard for intruders, Ed seemed to have a
sixth sense that could detect when someone
might be watching. He also stated he had
telepathic ability to, “Concentrate on somebody’s back while that person does not know
it,” with them “liable to get restless and look
around” as a result. A talent that probably
profited him when focused on folks he didn’t
particularly care for!
Ed was a student of the cosmos. Within
his Castle walls was an array of solar system
monuments crafted from coral, such as his
Continued on page 16

Introducing the new Hometown Bank CD that lets you
“bump up” when the interest rate does.*
For a limited time, Hometown Bank is offering a “bump up” certificate
of deposit (CD) with an Annual Percentage Yield (APY) of 1.50%
and your choice of a 24, 36, 48 or 60 month term.

Here’s the best part: If the interest rate increases during the term of
your CD, you may opt to “bump up” to the new, higher rate.
(Choose well - you may only bump once.)

Visit your local Hometown Bank branch or
call (888)307-5887 for more details.

* Annual Percentage Yield of 1.50% assumes a minimum principal of $1,000.00 and
interest on deposit until maturity with an interest rate of 1.49%. Available for terms of
24, 36, 48 or 60 months for new certificates of deposit only. Checking account
relationship with Hometown Bank required. This is a variable rate CD and the rate
may change after account is opened. CD holder may “bump up” to higher rate only
once during term, and only to the current interest rate offered on a CD of the same
term. Bumping up does not change the term of the CD. Early withdrawal subject to
penalty. APY is effective as of 10/5/2012. This is a limited time offer and can be
withdrawn at any time.

Athol • Auburn • Oxford • South Lancaster • Sturbridge • Webster
The Way Banking Should Be • www.hometowncoop.com • (888) 307.5887
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THE SHOPPING NEWS

Auburn Hair Expressions
celebrates 10 years of styling

HAIR EXPRESSIONS
857 AUBURN STREET, AUBURN
MON. 9 A.M. TO 6 P.M.
TUES & FRI. 9 A.M. TO 7 P.M.
WED. & THURS. 9 A.M. TO 8 P.M.
SAT. 9 A.M. TO 4 P.M.
BY STEPHANIE RICHARDS

From curls with perms to straight locks with flat irons,
Nancy Getchell has seen styles come, go and come back
again over her 30-year career as a hairdresser. She’s also seen
the transition of more men coming into salons as their sense
of style has become more important.
The Oxford resident pursued a career cutting hair after
her mom persuaded her to continue on with education after
high school. “My mom begged me to go to school, but I didn’t want to spend four years in college. So I went to hairdresser school. By the time I finished school, I couldn’t
imagine doing anything else,” she said.
Getchell is the owner of Auburn Hair Expressions, located at 57 Auburn St., in Auburn. Her 1,200 square foot
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Salon owner, Nancy Getchell, with her stylists.

salon features nine stations with seven hair stylists. “I
worked across the street and reached a point where I couldn’t advance anymore. When space became available right
across the street 10 years ago, I thought to myself ‘give it a
go,’” she said. “We do every kind of hairstyling, from cuts
to highlights to perms and also facial waxing. It really is a
mix. We also stay busy with demand for hair coloring and
up do’s for special occasions.”
Auburn Hair Expressions offers a wet cut for $10, or a
full cut, shampoo and dry (includes curling or straight iron)
for $24. Up do’s for special occasions can range from $40
to $60 for a more extravagant style. Although they don’t do
manicures, Auburn Hair Expressions will do makeup for
special events for $15 to $20. Gift cards are available in any
denomination.
As with all things, Getchell said there have been many
changes in the salon business. “Highlighting is very popular and perms have started to come back a bit. Asymmetrical cuts are becoming more popular again too. The
products for perms are less harsh than they use to be, and
highlighting chemicals are more conditioning. They have
definitely improved over the years,” Getchell said. “For
older clients, we still do traditional shampoo and sets.”
Communication is key in the salon business and important to achieve a customer’s desired look, Getchell said.
“Most mistakes happen in communication. Anything a

client can bring in to communicate what they are looking
for in a hairstyle is helpful, such as a picture or book. A stylist has to connect with the customer to make sure they are
on the same page,” she said. “For me, if it isn’t a clear picture, I take the hair cutting process in steps. I start with the
length, then the layers to make sure it is what the customer
is looking for.”
A side benefit of working in the field is developing relationships. “Once a customer finds a stylist they like, they
tend to stay. You really build a relationship – they get comfortable in the chair and talking to you. Sometimes I know
more about what’s going on in a customer’s life than in my
own family,” Getchell joked. “Many of my customers have
become friends over the years. It’s very rewarding to see
their kids grow up – I have done hair for many of their weddings.”
Auburn Hair Expressions also carries a variety of hair
products, including brands like Redken, and Goldwell. In
addition, you can purchase products from the Retro Hair
line, which was started by four hairdressers who were tired
of false promises that a product would do something. The
all-natural Fairy Tale line is also available for the prevention
and treatment of head lice. “Products are not as expensive
as people think and do make a difference in the style you
get. We also have red hair extensions and hair tinsel for the
holidays. You can choose from one to 12 strands. We put
THE CHRONICLE OF AUBURN & OXFORD LIVING

chair and I’m not crazy about the business
end – doing numbers is not a lot of fun. It
was a lot more work than I thought it was
going to be as you do a little bit of everything,” she said.

In the end, Getchell gets fulfillment
from seeing a customer’s reaction after
each haircut or style. “The real satisfaction
comes when you hit it on the head and a
customer says they love it. Even better is

doing a drastic change on someone’s hair and
hearing ‘I love it.’ The feedback is what makes
it all worth it.”

“Many of
my customers
have become
friends
over the years.
It’s very rewarding
to see
their kids
grow up.
I have done hair
for many
of their
weddings.”
NANCY GETCHELL
SALON OWNER

them in with beads and they can be kept
in as long as you want – you can wash,
blow dry or flat iron your hair with them
in,” Getchell said.
In fact, getting red hair extensions in
November will provide a benefit to Invisible Children, a non-profit organization
that benefits children in Africa. For a second year, Auburn Hair Expressions is
teaming up with Auburn High School students and will donate one half the cost of
the service to the non-profit organization.
Despite the recession, Auburn Hair Expressions has faired well. “We’ve stayed
busy even in slower months like October.
I still cut the hair of the very first client
that requested me and we have a lot of regular customers. We draw from Auburn,
Oxford and Charlton and some from
Worcester. Plus, we have a good high
school base as students can walk over after
school is out,” Getchell said.
Even though she has had her own business for over a decade, Getchell says she
still prefers the hands-on work of cutting
and styling hair to things like doing the
books. “I really enjoy being behind the
THE CHRONICLE OF AUBURN & OXFORD LIVING
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WINECONNOISEUR
BY PETER SAGANSKY,
IMPORTER-EXPORTER,

CHARLES RIVER WINE COMPANY

GOOD COOKS know how to combine different food elements into a successful dish. They put together the protein,
the side dishes, the sauces and the seasonings so that each ingredient compliments the others and contributes to the harmony of the finished plate. The goal is to create a finished
dish with a balance of fine flavors and with the whole being
greater than the parts.
The great American feast of Thanksgiving brings lots of
traditional flavors together starting with the star of the main
course; Turkey. Some of us crave the light meat, some the
dark, and some a little of both. When it comes to the stuffing
there is “in-the-bird” and “out-of-the bird” that may include
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Matching wines with the Thanksgiving Feast
sausage, sage, cornmeal, chestnuts, dried fruits, and other
ingredients.
Alongside the bird are the cranberry sauces, sweet potatoes, mashed potatoes, and gravy. The meal may finish
with pumpkin, apple, and/or pecan pies often topped with
a dollop of ice cream.
Wine is an agricultural product made from fruit. Similar to foods wines have certain scents, flavors, textures,
and aftertastes. For wines to match well with foods these
qualities have to blend with and compliment the elements
in the dishes that they are served with.
Scents and flavors in wines are often described using
food terms such as lemony, apply, berry-like, cherry-like,
peppery and spicy. Adjectives are added to add precision to
the food reference; brisk lemony acidity, fresh green-apples,
ripe blackberries and tart cherries.
Matching wine with food is similar to matching food
with food. For example a simple white fish calls for a squirt
of lemon. That same dish works well with a white wine with
bright lemony acidity. One key in making good F&W
matches is knowing what the essential flavor components
are in both the wine and food. With that in mind let’s look
at the components of a traditional Thanksgiving meal.
The Turkey- the white meat is relatively neutral in flavor. There are a number of white, rosé and red wines that
will work perfectly fine with it. Because of it’s neutrality
we do not pick the wines to match the white meat.
The stronger flavors of the dark meat calls for red wines
or possibly a heartier dry rosé.
A mild stuffing will work with a range of wines but a
more seasoned stuffing or sausage stuffing is best matched
with red wine or perhaps a refreshing unoaked white.
Salads, salad dressings, cranberry sauce and green vegetables are generally not wine friendly.

Matching wine
with food is similar to
matching food
with food.
For example,
a simple white fish calls for
a squirt of lemon. That
same dish works well with
a white wine with bright
lemony acidity.
PETER SAGANSKY
AUBURNE TIMES MAGAZINE
WINE EXPERT

for red wines or possibly a heartier dry rosé.
A mild stuffing will work with a range of wines but a
more seasoned stuffing or sausage stuffing is best matched
with red wine or perhaps a refreshing unoaked white.
Salads, salad dressings, cranberry sauce and green vegetables are generally not wine friendly.
Sweet side dishes such as sweet potatoes, squash and
maple syrup call for a fruitier wine and/or a wine with some
residual sugar.
Thanksgiving dinner more than any other meal of the
year often brings together multi-generations. Grandma,
Grandpa and Aunt Betty may have different preferences
and frames of reference when it comes to wine than the
younger generations. Our Thanksgiving challenge is to
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come up with wines that
work well with the food
while also satisfying a
range of tastes. Serving
two or three different
selections is the easiest way to please
all of the wine
drinkers at the
holiday table.
The most
versatile grape
variety
for
Thanksgiving
fare is the red
grape Pinot Noir.
There are a broad
range of Pinot Noir
styles. For this meal
we should avoid the
ones that are high in alcohol, overly woody, and
too tannic. The best choices
feature round fruit scents and flavors suggesting strawberries or ripe
cherries with plenty of potential secondary
flavors (spice, smoke, earth, mushroom,
etc.) The wine should taste like it was made
from ripe red grapes and have good acidity
for balance and to refresh the palate.
A worthy value-priced Pinot Noir to
look for is Mandolin from Monterey, CA.
Gouguenheim’s Pinot Noir from Mendoza, Argentina is a good choice for those
on a budget. Mahoney Vineyards Pinot
Noir from Carneros costs a little more and
is the ideal style for the meal. Their second
label Fleur Pinot Noirs are also quite good.
Farmlands Pinot Noir is a superb young
organic and biodynamic version made in
Oregon’s Willamette Valley. At the luxury
end look for Oregon producers Beaux Freres, Cristom and Johan, and from California Capiaux, Walter Hansel, and
Radio-Coteau. Their Pinots will work best
if they have a bit more bottle age.
Dry Rosés can work very well with the
meal. They offer red fruit flavors in a refreshing context and they have crowd appeal. An inspired choice is the County
Line Pinot Noir Rosé made in California’s
Anderson Valley- quite delicious. Another
fine choice is Torre dei Beati’s Montepulciano Rosé from Abruzzo in Italy- a deep
colored rosé full of round juicy flavors.
Rieslings are nice to serve on Thanksgiving as their flavors work well with many
of the food components and they appeal
to a range of tastes. The key is to find Rieslings that taste like they come from ripe
grapes but are finished mostly dry. A superb German selection is the V.S. Riesling
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Dry from the Mosel. Serious Riesling fans will appreciate the
Groiss Riesling from the Wagram in Austria.
The Pinot Gris grape grows well in Oregon
and California and is made in a style that is
ideal for this meal. Waterstone has a winner in their Napa Valley Pinot Gris.
Horse & Plow does a fine job with
their organic Pinot Gris from
Mendocino, CA. There are
many fine versions from Oregon with the Pinot Gris from
Cristom amongst the best
made.
For a smooth Sparkling
wine with ideal flavors to
match Thanksgiving fare
look for Sparkling Vouvrays
from France’s Loire Valley.
These are made from Chenin
Blanc grapes and have the full
effervescence of a fine Champagne but with fruit driven flavors that are very food friendly.
Domain de Petit Coteau Sparkling
Vouvray is a real crowd pleaser- round
and mellow with yummy flavors. The
Sparkling Vouvray of Vigneau-Chevreau
is a bit bolder, with natural fruit scents
and flavors, some earthiness and a
rich finish. Both of these wines are
produced from organically grown

grapes with the Vigneau-Chevreau also biodynamic.
There are plenty of other wines that will work as well so
ask your trusty wine merchant for their recommendations.
My best advise is to combine a Riesling, Pinot Gris, Rosé or
Sparkling Vouvray with a really good Pinot Noir. You will
please a wide range of tastes with wines that are the perfect
partners to Thanksgiving fare. Happy Thanksgiving!
Peter Sagansky is the Buyer and Managing Partner of
Charles River Wine Company. Peter’s selections are featured at
The Winebuyer’s Outlet in Sturbridge and at better wine shops
and restaurants throughout Massachusetts.
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SPORTS

Extraordinary team
learns about loss from
disappointing results
By Mike Walsh
Losing isn’t a feeling the girls of Auburn Rockets soccer are
accustomed to. In fact, there are two full classes of girls who, up
until October 18th, had not seen a digit in the middle section
of their record.
After finishing 2011 with a 22-0-1 record and some nice hardware, the Rockets entered their mid-October pitch with the
Shepherd Hill Rams at 9-0-4 in 2012.
Thirty-six games. A record of 31-0-5, that came to an abrupt
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Auburn girls soccer team.

end after Amanda Keovongmanysar’s second half goal
handed Shepherd Hill the win. The dejected Rockets
had their Senior Game ruined along with their shiny
36-game undefeated streak.
So, how does one deal with losing, when one hasn’t been in this position in more than a year?
“It is a lesson learned, I think,” said head coach
Larry Midura. “I knew the streak would come to an
end eventually. We just have to learn from this.”
Midura held his girls back after the game for a long
conversation, but didn’t tell them much outside the
ordinary. The old coach mantra; “one game at a time,”
holds strong for this group.
The Rams have now played Auburn tight twice in
2012. Though the Rockets came out of the Oct. 9
match with a 3-1 victory, Midura was wary of his team’s
opponent.
“They are a tough team and have given us a lot of
trouble,” said the coach about Shepherd Hill. The
Rams play in the Central Division 1, so the Rockets
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will not be seeing them again this season.
Still, what the Rams were able to do defensively and
shut out the high-scoring Rockets is something to learn
from. Auburn had only been shut-out once before this
season, a 0-0 tie at Grafton.
Senior captain Lizzy Carlson is the offensive leader
of this veteran squad. She boasted a five-goal game earlier this season in a win over Oxford, and has numerous other multi-goal games to her record.
Jordan Hauge, the Rockets senior goalie, is another
player who has seen pretty much everything. She was
in net pitching a shut-out when Auburn bested Canton
1-0 in the 2011 State Final. She was also in net allowing Keovongmanysar’s goal. Still, Auburn’s defense, led
by Hauge, has allowed just .6 goals per game in 2012.
A mark only a few teams in the state can match.
Midura remained unfazed by the loss, trying to keep
his team calm and focused on the next game.
“Sometimes, you take a loss and it is a blessing in
disguise,” said the stoic Midura about his team. “We
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AUBURN SPORTS

Rockets’ November schedule
Team-by-team

“Sometimes
you take a loss
and it is a blessing
in disguise.
We have a lot of
four-year starters
out there;
they’ll definitely
bounce back.”

Auburn Football
Heading into their October 26th bout with
Grafton, Auburn’s football team was sitting unblemished at 7-0. They were the consensus No.
1 team in Central Massachusetts, earning all
ten first-place votes in the Telegram & Gazzette
Central Massachusetts football media poll.
In November things will certainly heat up as
the team readies itself into postseason play. Fellow top-ten resident Northbridge comes to Memorial Field on the second of the month. The
high-scoring Rams come to Auburn averaging
north of 35 points per game. That game kicks
off at 7 p.m on Nov. 2, 2012.
Also, on Nov. 22, the Rockets travel next
door to Oxford/Sutton High School to battle
the Pirates. The always highly anticipated
Thanksgiving Day game is sure to be a good
time. Despite the Pirates struggles on the gridiron, as Athletic Director William Garneau

LARRY MIDURA
HEAD COACH

have a lot of four-year starters out there;
they’ll definitely bounce back.”
The game could serve as a reality
check for a team that hasn’t been humbled by a loss since the 2010 State Finals.
A game Auburn lost 4-0 to Medfield.
Prior to the game, Midura heard his players discussing the streak, but quickly
changed the subject.
“Winning the State Championship; It
is a once in a lifetime experience,” said
Midura. “But that isn’t our set goal. Every
year we set a goal of making the playoffs
and playing well there.”
It is a good thing the Midura keeps his
team on such an even keel, as the road to
another championship is littered with
tough outs.
Nipmuc returns much of the team
that took Auburn to overtime in the 2011
Central Division 2 Championship, before the Rockets overcame them with a
THE CHRONICLE OF AUBURN & OXFORD LIVING

says, “Anything can happen on Thanksgiving.”
The annual clash is about more than football, as it marks a special day for all involved
parties. Alumni return to watch their on-field
successors, and the crowd is traditionally one
of the largest of the season.
Auburn Girl’s Soccer
Despite the fact that their October 18 loss
to Shepherd Hill put an end to a 36-game undefeated streak, the Auburn Rockets have
been on a tear in 2012.
The Rockets stood at 9-1-4, entering a fourgame stretch to close out the regular season.
After winning the 2011 Massachusetts Division 2 State title, anything is possible for this
group.
The Division 2 Central tournament will
Continued on page 16

Samantha O’Keefe goal. O’Keefe, a senior at the time, is no longer with the Rockets. Nipmuc stood at an impressive 12-2-1
late in the 2012 season.
Prior to that 2-1 championship bout,
Auburn had to take on Northbridge in
the semi- finals. Northbridge, once again
is having themselves a stellar season,
standing at 11-1-3, while putting nearly
four goals in the net each game.
Disobeying the coach and looking beyond that; Belchertown, who represented
Western Massachusetts in the State Tournament is holding steady at 13-0-1.
Auburn took a 1-0 decision over Belchertown in the 2011 State Semi-finals.
Despite the loss, the Rockets will keep
rolling along. With four games to go, it
appeared they were set to reach their regular season goal.
What happens after that we’ll have to
wait and see, just like Miduri’s Rockets.
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Rockets’ November schedule
Continued from page 15
begin the first week of November. Be sure to
visit MIAA.net for details.
Auburn Field Hockey
After finishing last season at 13-4-1, and
one win shy of a State Tournament berth, the
Rockets had to regroup. As devastating as the
2-1 loss to Oakmont in the Central Division 2
finals was, this team had a lot returning.
Auburn has used last season’s ending as
motivation and put together an astounding
2012 campaign. Entering their final two regular season contests on Oct. 22 and 27, the
￼Rockets stood undefeated at 13-0-2, including 13 shutouts. They will be looking to
finish with the No. 1 seed in Central Division
2 in order to earn a first round bye in the
bracket.
The tournament will begin the first week
of November. Be sure to visit MIAA.net for details.

Auburn Golf
The Rockets emerged from the Central Division 2 playoffs last season with a team score
of 317. They competed in the Division 2 State
Tournament, finishing 11th in a field of 14.
The 2012 Central Division 2 tournament
was played on Oct. 22. Auburn returned three
golfers from their State Tournament appearance. Luke Thunberg shot an 82, while Tyler
Lamonda (83) and Tom Randall (88), also performed well at the 2011 tournament at Juniper
Hill Golf Course in Northboro.
For the 2012 results, visit MIAA.net.
Auburn Boy’s Soccer
Very early into his coaching career, Chris
Bailey has his Rockets battling for a playoff spot.
With just four games left in the 2012 season,
Auburn stood at 4-7-3.
The Rockets, led by Rob Anderson and Richie
Augusto, needed to play well at the end of October to have a shot at competing into November.

Auburn Boy’s Cross Country
Auburn’s boy’s cross-country team defeated Bartlett and David Prouty on Oct. 17
to finish their regular season at 10-1. The
Rockets hadn’t lost since Sept. 12, at
Uxbridge.
In the 2011 MIAA Cross-Country Tournament, Auburn finished in seventh place
as a team with their leading runner, Matt
Lavallee, finishing in 38th place. Lavallee returns for his senior season and will lead the
Rockets into the 2012 Tournament.
The tournament will take place in November. Be sure to visit MIAA.net for de-

Coral Castle

Continued from page 9
Saturn block and the 23 ton Jupiter creation. His engineering and artistic accomplishments astounded and brought the
attention of surprised engineers and technologists, who made reference to his work
in the context of the handling of similar
weights in modern industry. He always received folks visiting the castle politely with
them leaving none the wiser as to how he
achieved his pyramid-like building feats.

His Passing and the Present
Ed continued to work tirelessly through
the years on his Castle. Over time it became a tourist attraction where he would
charge folks a dime or so to visit. Sadly, in
1951 he became ill, and after putting out a
sign on the front gate saying “Going to the
Hospital,” he took the bus to the Miami
Medical Center. He died a short spell later
in his sleep at the age of 64. The property
then passed into the hands of a nephew followed by being sold to another owner and
�

Inspiring Art
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tails. Auburn Girl’s Cross-Country
After a 20th place finish in the 2011
MIAA Cross-Country Tournament,
Auburn came back to have a strong 2012.
The Rockets finished their regular season
slate at 5-4, defeating David Prouty on Oct.
15 in their final meet.
Riley Simmons and Jess Powers ran stellar races in that final meet and hope to improve upon the Rockets’ 2011 performance
in November.
The tournament will take place in November. Be sure to visit MIAA.net for details.

ultimately purchased in 1981 by the present day Coral Castle, Inc. In 1984 the
property was listed on the National Register of Historic Places and is presently a
museum and tourist attraction.
Legacy of Love
This diminutive and eccentric man,
possessing unique talents and strange attributes, had labored from 1923 to 1951
on his life achievement, a testimony to
his undying love for a girl whom he had
once embraced yet would never see
again. As well, in the true spirit of an
‘outsider artist’, a philosophy I endeavor
to embrace in my own artistic endeavors, he worked under his own parameters, not moved by convention, not
influenced by critics, not driven by the
insatiable need for notoriety. He was a
man of simple means who, dichotomously, was filled with great complexities. Forever carved in stone his love
Next page

Fine Craftsmanship � Experienced Designers

For Art Lovers
Lasting Gifts
of Beautiful Art
or Create a Keepsake
~
Ready-made frames &
mats

Framer’s
Gallery

567 Southbridge Street, Auburn
508-832-6111 framersgalleryma.com
�

Outstanding Selection
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HEALTH&FITNESS
By Andrea Johnson
of Everybody’s Fitness, Auburn and Sturbridge
WHEN IT COMES TO KIDS AND EXERCISE, the two go hand in hand. Kids
are naturally curious and active creatures.
If you watch children on a playground you
will see how they run, jump, climb and
skip around with what looks like a limitless amount of energy. Yet childhood
obesity is now at epidemic proportions,
and is a major concern for parents, teachers, and pediatricians. In the United
States the number of children and adolescents who are overweight has tripled since
1980. The percentage of obese children
aged 6 to11 years in the United States increased from 7% in 1980 to nearly 20%
in 2008. Similarly, the percentage of obese
adolescents aged 12 to 19 increased from
5% to 18% over the same period.
There are both immediate and long
term health effects of childhood obesity.
Immediate effects include cardiovascular
disease risk factors such as high blood
pressure and high cholesterol, pre-diabetes, bone and joint problems, and psychological and emotional problems from
stigmatization and poor self esteem. Over
the long term, children and adolescents
who are obese are very likely to be obese as
adults, and have an increased risk of heart
disease, type 2 diabetes, stroke, several
types of cancer, and osteoarthritis.
How did we get into this mess, and
how do we get out of it? Major technological increases combined with the convenience and accessibility of high calorie
yet low nutrient foods are a major cause.

Coral Castle

From previous page

Castle will stand the test of time like all
those other great mystical edifices and
sculptures scattered ubiquitous throughout the globe. I am intrigued to understand this man’s journey as an artisan…
for it was a passage forlornly driven by the
heart of that which could only have been
human.
If traveling through southern Florida,
Coral Castle will definitely need to be on
your list of places to visit. Tour his tower,
walk the grounds… then sit on the rock
THE CHRONICLE OF AUBURN & OXFORD LIVING

How to raise active
and healthy kids

Watching television, using the computer,
and playing video games occupy a large
percentage of children’s leisure time. It
is estimated that children in the United
States spend 25 percent of their waking
hours watching television. Statistically,
children who watch the most hours of
television have the highest incidence of
obesity. Little energy is expended while
watching television or playing video or
computer games, and oftentimes snacking occurs at the same time. It's a perfect
storm for weight gain.
Another contributing factor is a huge
decrease in free play and extracurricular
activities. Due to budget constraints
and/or increased academic expectations,
some schools have had to decrease the
amount of recess time that children receive during school hours. Only about
one-third of elementary children have
daily physical education, and less than
one-fifth have extracurricular physical activity programs at their schools. When
it comes to free play opportunities, children in urban environments often lack
clean and safe areas to play, while suburban dwellers often live in areas that lack
sidewalks and are not safe for walking
and biking outside. For most kids, the
good old days of being told to “go outside and play until the streetlights come
on” are over.
What can we do to overcome these
challenges? Fortunately there are many
things you can do to help the children in

The percentage
of obese children
aged 6 to 11
in the
United States
increased from
7% in 1980
to nearly 20%
in 2008.
ANDREA JOHNSON
EVERYBODY’S FITNESS
AUBURN AND STURBRIDGE

your life develop a love of health and fitness.
Lead by Example
The first and best way to encourage the
kids in your life to be healthier is to lead by
example. Make your health a priority, and
explain why you are eating an apple instead
of a bag of chips, or going to the gym instead
of watching TV. Children truly do learn
what they live, and studies show that
parental food preferences directly influence
and shape those of their children. Children
are keen observers and food preferences of
others around them have an influential effect on their future food selection. So, if
your child sees you choose an apple instead
of a candy bar, or a salad instead of a cheeseContinued on page 22

Continued on page 25

chairs envisioning yourself moving these
huge stone slabs with nothing more
than homemade tools in concert with…
the energy that built the pyramids! Although, watch out as you may even find
yourself ‘singing to the stones!’ Go to
coralcastle.com for more information
on this unique museum. “You will see
unusual accomplishment” …so says Ed!
Coral Castle is located at 28655 South
Dixie Highway, Miami, FL. The museum opens daily at 8:00 a.m. Tel. 305248-6345.
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AGE OF MAJORITY
The phrase “age of majority” draws its meaning from the
idea that at a certain point in time you have reached a certain
fullness of age that justifies your ability to enter into a contract
with another person. This is as opposed to those of us who
are younger than the age of majority – so called “minors” —
who, according to the law, need protection from “their own
improvidence and want of sound judgment.”
In Massachusetts, and almost every other state, the magical
age is 18. At 17, you lack the sound judgment to, say, buy a
car, get a credit card, or sign a job contract. At 18, magically,
you are endowed with the requisite sound judgment.
Given that it’s the minor child who lacks the judgment to
sign a contract, the law says that it’s the adult who signs it with
him who pays the price of improvidence. By law, such contracts are void. So if you buy a bike on credit when you are 17,
you don’t have to pay. You do, however, have to give the bike
back if you still have it. If not, tough luck for the bike store.
There are some contracts that minors really, really want to
sign. Most notably, they want do drive and doing so requires
a contract for car insurance. So while the law doesn’t allow a
minor to buy a car on credit, it does carve out an exception for
buying car insurance.
The idea behind the exception is that a minor should be allowed to contract for necessities. The ability to drive a car,
though not buy one, is considered such a necessity.
Of course, other rights accrue at the age of 18. The right to
vote comes to mind. So, to all of you newly minted grown-ups,
exercise your newly minted sound judgment and cast a ballot
on November 6. Afterwards, go out and sign on the dotted
line for your first car.
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Ah autumn in Nova Anglia. It’s election time as presidential and congressional candidates tell us how they love us
and wish to serve us, but not here. No, they want to go to
D.C. because life is good.
Washington is America’s richest city. The capital and adjacent metro region beat out even Silicon Valley. That
should not be. Silicon Valley is where the research is done
for all the gadgets we cherish. Washington only produces
laws, lots of them.
Why should “crafting” legislation be such a big problem?
Because, they never stop. According to the Wall Street Journal in 2011, there are so many laws, no one has any idea what
the count is. Ronald Gainer had the task at Justice to get
the number. He said, "You will have died and resurrected
three times," and still not have the total.
So is this a problem? In a democracy, certainly. Don’t
take my word for it. The Roman orator, Tacitus, put it elegantly,
Corruptissima re publica plurimae leges
Roughly translated, it means a corrupt state has many
laws. It is understandable that a country with the oldest operating constitution will have passed innumerable bills. That
the actual number cannot be known is a scandal.
So what can be done to stop or at least arrest the pace of
legislation? Fortunately, my fellow citizens, I’ve done the research and have come up with a solution.
Several decades ago, upon separation from the serious
work of defending my country, I embarked upon a trip across
country with a friend in late spring. We visited all the comrades who frivolously invited me to stop by once I got out.
Lacking the money to stay at motels when not sponging, we
camped. It was for the most part not unpleasant.
Then we came to Wyoming. I have not spent a worse
night. Getting up in the morning was hell. We would have

to leave the cold of the sleeping bags to dress and then go
wash. The late June day did warm up to just below tolerable.
The Rockies had their own beauty but it was stark and bleak.
Riding through was interesting to see but not enough to
linger and there was no way a second night was going to be
spent.
My friends, the above-mentioned experience has moved
me to propose to the nation that the capital must be moved
to Wyoming. The current seat of government is too nice.
Our legislators need a harsh climate so few of them will wish
to serve and those who do serve will not want to stay as long
and pass laws.
Life will not be easy for publicity seeking solons up in the
Cowboy State. It is one thing to want to speak to the media
and get face time when you are in a lovely tailored suit with
perfectly coiffed hair. Quite another when you are wearing
a parka and a hat with ear flaps and your usually mellifluous
voice is muffled because of the scarf covering your mouth.
It will be a more curmudgeonly type who seeks office
under those conditions, and thus, more honest of speech.
Think about it, perky little Caitlin the correspondent asks
Jake the retired math teacher with a face for radio but not
the voice about the new education bill. Jake gives the truth,
"Listen girly, I'm not for giving one cent to the schools. In my
forty-five years in the classroom, I had about ten kids capable
of doing real math, most of the rest wanted to sleep through
class. The school department mandated that I give the majority Cs when most of them deserved Ds." She then asks,
"Jake, don't you think your constituents will be offended by
your comments." Jake, "If they don't like what I say, let ‘em
vote for someone else. The food here is terrible, it's cold and
I get stupid questions from reporters."
And speaking of cute little reporters and smooth, serious
Continued on page 22
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PETQ&A

Establishing a bathroom spot for outside;
behavioral changes after spaying or neutering?
WITH

KATHY MENARD

Q How do we establish a bathroom spot on a concrete
patio?
A To teach your dog to potty in a specific location,
bring your dog to the designated area on leash. Choose a
time when you are fairly certain he needs to go. Do not
speak to him as you patiently stand (as this will distract him
from going). If he goes, calmly praise and put a command
to the action, i.e. good boy get busy. If he does not go after
a few minutes, bring him back in the house, keeping an
eye on him to prevent him from eliminating in the house.
If he is crate trained you can put him back in the crate for
a short time. Then bring him back out and try again. Be
sure to calmly put your command with the act of going.
After putting the command with the act of going, your dog
will go on command. Be patient but persistent. Do not
allow him to go anyplace other than your designated area
until after he has learned where you want him to go. This
means if you take him on walks, don't until after he will go
at home, otherwise, if he is opposed to going on your patio,
he may just hold it and wait to go on the walk.
If you understand clicker training, this would be a good
exercise to use it on. Either method, be sure to praise once
he has gone....
Q Sometimes I worry that we shouldn't have a dog. I
had to go back to work and now that I have a job, we're
both working every day from 8 to 5. We keep our 2-year-old
Dachshund in the tiled kitchen while we're gone and she's
been able to hold her business until we get home. We love
our dog and spend a lot of time with her when we're home.
We even bring her up to the bed to sleep with us. What
do you think? Is this cruel? Should we get another dog to
keep her company?
A Your concern alone tells me she's fine. Most people
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work these days....as long as you spend time with her
when you are home she should be fine. Consider teaching her a "hide and seek" game in which you hide some
of her favorite toys, possibly toys that you can hide treats
in, as you are leaving for work. This gives her something
to look forward to, challenges her mind and takes up a little of the time so she isn't bored. You could get her another dog for company but before you make that decision
be sure that you want another dog and the expense that
comes with that. Also, what is her personality - does she
enjoy the company of other dogs? If not, I would not get
another for the sole purpose of keeping her company.
Q Will spaying or neutering change the personality
of my dogs? We have two young puppies and are wondering what to do about this. Also, when is a good time

for this?
A No. The average person will not notice any change.
If done young enough (which is defined by whether or not
the problem has shown itself) you will prevent same sex aggression in many dogs. I typically like to wait until they are
a year old, but since you have both a male and a female you
will probably want to do it sooner to eliminate the chance
of an unplanned litter. Your best bet is to discuss this with
your veterinarian.
Kathy Menard has been a dog trainer for over 35 years and
is certiﬁed through the Certiﬁcation Council for Professional
Dog Trainers. She has trained under three world-renowned
Schutzhund trainers for 14 years and has competed in the
American Kennel Club and the sport of Schutzhund, earning
over 15 titles. Kathy is the owner of Compatible Canine in
Fiskdale, MA and KT’s Pet Stop in Palmer, MA.
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INSURANCE
GUIDANCE
By Richard McGrath, CIC, LIA
PRESIDENT & CEO, McGRATH INSURANCE GROUP

THE FACT THAT HURRICANE ISAAC was no Katrina
offers little consolation to the 13,000 homeowners whose
properties were damaged or destroyed by that recent hurricane. And the destruction from Hurricane Sandy is still in
the early stages of assessment as of this writing.
Damages from Isaac could top $1.5 billion. That’s small
in comparison with Hurricane Katrina, which caused $81
billion in damages in 2005, according to the National Hurricane Center.
While residents of the southeast United States worry
about “hurricane season” for half the year – from June 1
through November 30 – those of us living in the northeast
tend to categorize hurricanes as things we see on television.
But hurricanes can cause a great deal of damage to property in Massachusetts, too, and homeowners should make
certain their homes are adequately protected.
In 2011, Hurricane Irene killed 56 people and caused $19
billion in damage to the United States, making it one of the
most expensive hurricanes ever. Although downgraded to a
tropical storm by the time it hit Massachusetts, it caused
flooding, washed out roads, power outages and other damage from western Massachusetts through Cape Cod.
The New England hurricane of 1938 killed up to 800 people, damaged or destroyed more than 57,000 homes and
caused an estimated $4.7 billion in property losses, based on
2012 dollars. Early settlers in the Massachusetts Bay Colony
were hit by an even more intense hurricane in 1635 and
there have been other hurricanes in Massachusetts throughout history.
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Even if you live inland in Massachusetts,
hurricanes can damage your property

What Is A Hurricane?
A hurricane is a tropical storm with winds moving
at a speed of at least 74 miles an hour – faster than the
speed limit on a major highway. It can extend over an
area more than 400 miles wide and its winds can reach
up to 160 miles an hour.
As dangerous as a hurricane’s winds may be, coastal
properties are even more at risk because of the poten-

tial for storm surge, which can create waves up to 20
feet high over an area of up to 100 miles.
In other words, hurricanes should be taken seriously, even if you live in Massachusetts. When a hurricane is coming, homeowners are typically advised to
board-up their windows and, if it is severe enough,
evacuate the area. But, even before a hurricane is
headed your way, it is prudent to make certain you
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have the insurance coverage you’ll need to protect your
property and your family.
All homeowners should take precautions to protect
their homes, but those in high-risk areas may need two
separate insurance policies: homeowner’s insurance,
which covers wind damage caused by a hurricane, as
well as fire and other damage, and flood insurance,
which covers water damage caused by flooding or overflow of surface water runoff.
Even with both policies, some types of damage are
not covered. Coverage is limited for damage caused to
trees and scrubs, although if a tree or limb crashes into
your home, the damage will be covered. Deductibles
for damage vary greatly.
Damage to personal property, damage caused by
blackouts, remediation of mold resulting from exposure to water, and food spoilage caused by a power outage may be covered by some policies, but not all of
them. If, for example, you own valuable artwork that
is susceptible to damage caused by dampness, you will
need supplemental coverage to protect it.
As we discussed in a previous column, some insurers have completely eliminated coverage for mold damage because of a significant increase in the number of
lawsuits filed alleging bodily injury or property damage
resulting from mold.
However, most policies will cover mold, wet rot and
other issues that result from covered causes, but not
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when it results from ongoing conditions. In other
words, if you neglect to fix a problem that’s causing
mold, it likely will not be covered, but if mold results
from hurricane damage and you address the problem
quickly, it most likely will be covered.
To avoid having to pay out of pocket for mold damage, be certain to read your policy carefully and talk
to your agent about closing any gaps. Also, try to prevent mold damage by addressing water damage
quickly.
Your car or other vehicle, or a rental car may also be
damaged by wind, water, tree limbs or the collapse of
a building during a hurricane. The damage will be
covered by your auto insurance policy, but only if you
have “other than collision” coverage or comprehensive
coverage.
Commercial Property
While commercial property insurance typically covers damages or loss caused by a windstorm, it typically
excludes “loss or damage to the interior of any building or structure, or the property inside the building or
structure, caused by rain, snow, sand or dust, whether
driven by wind or not, unless the building first sustains wind or hail damage to its roof or walls through
which the rain, snow, sand or dust enters.”
Damages caused by flooding are also typically excluded from commercial property coverage, but flood
insurance can be purchased through the National

Flood Insurance Program.
While coverage for commercial property can be
complicated, businesses also have more choices than
consumers. For example, they can purchase a percentage deductible endorsement in which they pay a
small percentage of damages out of pocket. The percentage is typically 1, 2 or 5 percent; the higher the
percentage, the lower the insured’s premiums will be.
Each year, about 100 tropical disturbances develop
over the Atlantic during hurricane season and about
25 of them become tropical depressions. About 10
become tropical storms and six of the 10 become hurricanes. Typically, only a couple of hurricanes a year
hit the east coast of the United States and they rarely
cause damage to the northeastern United States.
However, it does happen. The odds of Massachusetts being hit by a hurricane may be low, but so were
the odds of Sturbridge being hit by a tornado. Talk to
your insurance agent to make certain you are adequately protected.
Richard A. McGrath, CIC, LIA is President and
CEO of McGrath Insurance Group, Inc. of Sturbridge,
Mass. He can be reached at rmcgrath@mcgrathinsurance.com.
This article is written for informational purposes only
and should not be construed as providing legal advice.
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Raising healthy kids

Turn off the TV
Limit screen time. Children in the United States
watch an average of three to four hours of television a
day. By the time they graduate high school, they will have

spent more time watching television than they have in
the classroom. Television can entertain, inform, and
keep our children company. However, time spent watching television takes away from important activities such as
reading, school work, playing, exercise, family interaction,
and social development. Children who watch a lot of television are likely to have lower grades, read fewer books,
exercise less and be overweight. Screen time includes

Continued from page 18
reporters, we would have less of them. Duty in the new national capital would not be looked upon as the pinnacle of a
career, but as punishment. "Sorry folks, we won't be bringing
you handsome, suave Brett up at the Senate building as he is
too hungover again. We do have some film from Lichtenstein History Month being celebrated at the LichtensteinAmerican Community Center.” Poor little Brett and Caitlin
would be forever campaigning to be sent anywhere else other
than, maybe, Pyongyang.
Now, I understand just physically moving the seat of government is not enough. There will have to be limitations.
Generally speaking, I am not in favor of eminent domain,
but in this case there is reason for an exception. We find a

town with a high school gym large enough to seat on those
uncomfortable benches the House of Representatives.
The auditorium must be just big enough to accommodate
the Senate. No more great architecture to inspire their imperial dreams. If there is a medium size bank in town, that
can serve as the President's office. A local district court
should be all that is necessary for the Supremes (unfortunately, I don't mean the three chanteuses).
Housing and building regulations will have to be strict.
We can have no vast mansions. No, we shall build our
masters what we do for the aging citizens of this republic.
They can live in senior citizen style housing equivalent to
that which they subsidize across the country. It will be
Spartan, but if it is good enough for Grandma, it's good

Continued from page 17

burger, you are setting a powerful example for that child
that will influence their food choices over the long term.

A Capital idea
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TV's, computers, tablets, cell phones, and video games.
Turn the devices off and do something active instead!
Make Fitness a Fun Family Affair
Research shows that 60 minutes per day protects kids
from becoming obese. It may sound like a lot, but the
60 minutes can be broken up throughout the day. Just do
something together that gets everyone on their feet and

enough for John Boehner and Nancy Pelosi. Anyway, they
won't be spending much time there. The most oft spoken
word in our new capital will be adjournment.
One other benefit to the big move will be we get to give
back the District of Columbia to Virginia and Maryland.
Not that they might want it. No more Marion Barrys. No
large federal metropolis to be supported by the rest of the
country. The Washington Post Style section with nothing to
report. Georgetown a ghost town.
All right, I know my reverie can never come to pass. I
know that it is too much to hope that that place that started
out as a swamp could return to being a swamp. Well, I guess
in a way it has always been a swamp.
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moving. Take a walk, play hopscotch or jump rope, blow
and chase bubbles, make a snowman, go sledding, or have
a snowball fight. I have started taking my daughter to
local 5K road races and we jog and walk them together.
She is always really proud of herself for finishing the race.
It helps her build up her self confidence and improves
her health. If you have younger children get a jogger
stroller and walk the race. Get them started early and exercise will feel natural to them, rather than something
that they were forced to do later in life. If your child plays
sports, then that's a wonderful way to keep them active
too!
Eat at Home and Get Kids Involved in Meal
Time
Kids who eat more meals outside of the home tend to
be overweight. Fast food is convenient and easy, but from
a health standpoint, it is not a good long term strategy.
It's important that kids learn how to prepare their own
meals so they will develop the skill set to prepare meals for
themselves as adults. Children are also are more likely to
eat meals and try new foods that they have helped to prepare. Get a basic cookbook and let your child pick out
some recipes to try. Give them some simple tasks to help

prepare the meal. Kids are great at mixing wet or dry ingredients, washing fruits and vegetables, and depending
on their age, they can also stir soups, sauces or pasta.
Make the meal more of an event, have them set the table
and make cute place cards. Don't be discouraged if they
balk at certain foods. It can take 10-15 attempts before a
child develops a liking for a new food. Encourage them
to try it once at each offering. A friend of my daughter
was over for dinner and I served asparagus with dinner.
Neither girl was especially pleased with that, but my
daughter's friend spoke up and said in her house they
take a “no thank you” bite as a test. I loved this idea and

have started using it. My daughter is happy because she
knows she only has to take one bite of the offending food
(usually asparagus or something green), and I'm happy
that she at least gave it one more try.
Raising heathy kids isn't easy. We have a lot of challenges to overcome. Remember that the children of today
will be the adults of tomorrow, and it is so much better
to practice prevention now rather than losing weight once
it has been gained. I hope the suggestions in this article
have given you some ideas on how to improve the health
of the children in your life.
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